TESTIMONIALS

Take it from
a few of our
Alliance
teammates
who were in
your shoes
not too long
ago.
They've
found a
home at
Hajoca, and
you could
too!

JJ Donovan
Profit Center Manager
Houston, TX
U.S. Navy
Submarine Officer
"Hajoca is a privately held
company that believes in
empowering strong leaders that
possess unquestionable integrity
to run a business like it’s their
own company. You have the
autonomy to build your own
team, establish your own vision
and culture, and attack the
market as you best see fit. There
is a strong support network, but
you are the decision maker. You
also get to reap the rewards of
running your business by
sharing in the profits, as well as
sharing those profits with the
members of your team. To help
you succeed in this role, Hajoca
has put together a world-class
Management Development
Program that will ensure you
have the hands-on experiences
and bottom-up understanding of
each level of the business
necessary to succeed."

Rob Kay
Management Trainee
Fort Worth, TX
U.S. Marine Corps, Major
Infantry Officer
"I didn’t make the right choice in
my first career path after the
military. I thought I wanted the
‘white collar’ path that most of
my peers had blazed in front of
me. However, I quickly realized
in that field I felt unappreciated,
overworked, limited growth
opportunity, and lacking in
leadership development and
mentorship. However, at Hajoca
they are the opposite in every
way. This is a company full of
amazing leaders who will pour
into you every day to make you
a better leader, salesperson, and
future Profit Center Manager. I
feel right at home in this culture
and industry, these people are
cut from the same cloth as the
Marines I loved serving with.
Make no mistake, you will work
hard and have to start from
zero on day one. Just remember
that at the end of the
Management Development
Program is a chance to run your
own business and take charge
of your own success."

"When I exited the military I wanted to find a company where I could see
myself spending 30 years; one with a great, fun culture and the earning
potential was unlimited. I wanted to find a culture that provided a network of
teammates that I could rely on for support, growth and comradery, like I had
in the Army. I wanted a place where reward was based on merit, and where I
could be the decision maker without bureaucracy getting in the way of
decision making. Hajoca meets all of that criteria. Hajoca truly sees the Profit
Center as the heart of the company and the Profit Center Manager as the hero.
That means the leadership surrounding you supports you and the decisions
you make. You decide how you want to attack the market, you decide who is
on your team and how large it is, you decide how to run your business. With
Dac Walker
Profit Center Manager plenty of resources and guidance from those who are experts in different
areas of the business, you are equipped to make the right decisions. I am glad I
Tulsa, OK
found this opportunity."
U.S. Army, Captain
Medical Service Corps
"Find a company that will invest in your success. Hajoca believes in the motto
the Profit Center Manager is the hero. That belief leads us to focus our time on
finding and developing leaders, then allowing them the freedom to lead as
they see fit. The Management Development Program is a high cost for the
company but the entire focus is to train and develop you into a world class
business leader. Hajoca invests a lot to guarantee you the best opportunity to
succeed. Find a company that is attracting world class individuals. Hajoca’s
hiring process is extremely thorough and intentional. We know what we are
looking for in leaders. In addition to hiring world class military leaders we also
attract many highly successful leaders from other industries. These are the
types of leaders that will guide you, develop you, and work with you
throughout your career. Find a company that will allow you to make an
impact. As a Profit Center Manager the only limit to your earning potential is
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you. Like many other companies you will interview with, if you earn more
Profit
Center Manager
money for the company, then you make more money. Unlike the other
Houston, TX
opportunities at the hiring conference Hajoca’s profit sharing plan allows the
success of your team to also create life changing financial impacts on your Air Force, ICBM Officer
team members. It has been a great decision for my family and me."
"Ensuring your success in life requires building a network of people who are
invested in you. I teamed up with Alliance to leverage their business
relationships in the search for my next career after the military. The Alliance
team delivered some truly exceptional opportunities. Of all the opportunities,
Hajoca embodied all of the attributes in a career that I value most: autonomy,
integrity, initiative, unlimited opportunity for financial success, and most
importantly, their investment in people. Hajoca has not only met my
expectations, but over-delivered time and time again. It is impressive to see an
organization so firmly grounded in its core values. Fairness & caring, trust &
respect, generous listening, and straight talk are not corporate slogans here;
they are practiced every day. The time horizon of the company is in 37 year
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increments, not from quarter to quarter. It’s a company that places bets on its
Profit Center Manager
people and knows a shared long-term vision will be its key to winning for years
Atlanta, GA
to come. Hajoca’s hiring standards are stringent in order to ensure the best
U.S. Marine Corps, Captain
candidates are selected. The Management Development Program is challenging,
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and trainees are coached to maximize their full potential."

